We consider measurement-based quantum computation that uses scalable continuous-variable cluster states with a one-dimensional topology. The physical resource, known here as the dual-rail quantum wire, can be generated using temporally multiplexed offline squeezing and linear optics or by using a single optical parametric oscillator. We focus on an important class of quantum gates, specifically Gaussian unitaries that act on single modes, which gives universal quantum computation when supplemented with multi-mode operations and photon-counting measurements. The dual-rail wire supports two routes for applying single-qumode Gaussian unitaries: the first is to use traditional one-dimensional quantum-wire cluster-state measurement protocols. The second takes advantage of the dual-rail quantum wire in order to apply unitaries by measuring pairs of qumodes called macronodes. We analyze and compare these methods in terms of the suitability for implementing single-qumode Gaussian measurement-based quantum computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of measurement-based quantum computation (MBQC) over a decade ago [1] showed that adaptive local projective measurements alone are sufficient for quantum computation if a particular type of entangled resource called a cluster state [2] is available. In the optical regime, the continuousvariable (CV) Gaussian analogue [3] [4] [5] of qubit cluster states can be generated deterministically [6, 7] and in a highly scalable fashion [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The generation of these states represents a big step towards achieving quantum computation using CVs [4, 6] .
The canonical method for the construction of continuous-variable cluster states (CVCSs) uses momentum eigenstates [4, 6] .
In the optical setting, finitely squeezed states are typically used instead, as momentum eigenstates have infinite energy. Using squeezed states results in the construction of approximate CVCSs, 1 which are intrinsically noisy. There is no way to eliminate this noise entirely [16] [17] [18] , but recent work has shown [19] that faulttolerant MBQC is possible using finitely squeezed CVCSs as long as qubit-based quantum information * Email:r.alexander@physics.usyd.edu.au 1 From here on we will assume that the term 'CVCS' refers to the broader class of approximate physical states that approach the idealized case in the infinite squeezing limit.
is appropriately encoded in the qumodes [20] and the level of squeezing in the cluster state (and encoded qubits) is above a fixed, finite value called the squeezing threshold.
Related to this issue is the development of methods for MBQC that attempt to use available experimental squeezing resources more efficiently, in the sense that they introduce less noise from finite squeezing. Improving these methods will help to reduce the experimental demands set by an error-corrective approach for dealing with finite squeezing. One approach is to optimize the CVCS generation process to produce better-quality approximations of ideal CVCSs from the available resources [7] .
An additional concern for top-down approaches is the trade-off between the quality of the approximation and the scalability of the construction process. Methods for generating CVCSs that employ optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) have shown excellent scalability.
Two examples are the single-OPO method [8] [9] [10] and the temporal-mode linear optics method [12] .
The single-OPO method generates entangled states in a single-shot, using an OPO. All of the squeezing and linear optics takes place inside the OPO, and the OPO cavity eigenmodes serve as the carriers of quantum information, referred to here as qumodes [8-10, 21, 22] . This method sets demands on the OPO (specifically the nonlinear crystal contained within it) and the frequency content of the pump beam.
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Once these prerequisites can be achieved within the laboratory [14] , CVCSs can be generated with a pump beam complexity that scales as a constant with the number of qumodes. By using multiple OPOs, this method can be used to generate higher-dimensional graph structures [13] .
The temporal-mode linear optics method works by generating a small section of the cluster state and then repeatedly extending it (as required) using a basic set of optical machinery [11] . It uses temporally encoded qumodes, offline squeezing, and linear optics to generate the cluster [12] . In a recent result, this was achieved on the scale of over 10, 000 entangled qumodes [15] . Both of these methods can generate states with 1D and 2D topologies [12] . We call these the dual-rail quantum wire (DRW) 2 and the quad-rail lattice, respectively.
This work provides a basic framework for characterizing quantum computation on the DRW, showing how the noise introduced to the computation by finite squeezing depends on the measurement protocol used to implement gates. We will focus on the set of unitaries that can be implemented using just homodyne detection on the DRW. This set is an important subgroup of all single-qumode unitaries: single-qumode Gaussian unitaries [5, 6] . Adding the ability to count photons enables universal single-qumode MBQC on the DRW.
Extending this to universal quantum computation requires supplementing the above resources with a multi-qumode gate. Some results in this direction involve introducing additional linear cluster-state resources and Bell measurements in order to apply entangling gates between pairs of qumodes [24] .
Alternatively, one can use a CVCS with higherdimensional graph structure to perform a two-qumode gate using measurements alone. On a CVCS with 2D topology, such as the quad-rail lattice, homodyne detection alone implements all multi-qumode Gaussian unitaries, and the addition of photon counting enables fully universal MBQC [6] . Our analysis will be limited to the DRW, with generalization to the quad-rail lattice left to future work.
In particular, we consider two measurement protocols.
The first applies traditional continuous-variable quantum wire (CVW) cluster measurements [6, 25, 26] to the state, using the fact that the DRW can be converted to a CVW. We will refer to this protocol as the CVW protocol. The other 2 Not to be confused with dual-rail photonic qubits, as in Ref. [23] . (Color online) Two ways of implementing measurement-based quantum computation on the dual-rail quantum wire (DRW). (a) Simplified graph [12] of the DRW. (b) The continuous-variable quantum-wire (CVW) protocol involves converting the DRW to a CVW by measurement of the position-quadrature (q) basis on the top qumodes [12] , followed by single-qumode homodyne measurements in some quadrature basesbi to evolve and propagate the state to the right along the wire [6, 25, 26] . (c) The macronode protocol involves encoding the input state within the leftmost macronode (pair of qumodes). Each macronode is measured by homodyne detection of its constituent qumodes (bia,b ib ). Graph weights [27] have been omitted for convenience. Color represents the sign/phase of each link. Blue/orange represents ± sign respectively, and red is a complex sign of i. The magnitude of each red self-loop is εD = sech (2α) where α > 0 is the overall squeezing parameter [12] . The adjoining edges have magnitude gD = 1 2 tanh (2α). The black edge and self-loops contained in the green ovals label the modes containing the encoded input state.
type treats the DRW as a double-thick quantum wire with pairs of nodes called macronodes at each wire site. We refer to this protocol as the macronode protocol. It bears some resemblance to sequential CV teleportation [15] . These approaches are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Our analysis of the CVW protocol involves consideration of a class of CVWs containing states generated by methods of interest discussed above. This class is characterized by just two parameters, which are weights that label the edges of the CVW graph [27] . We relate these graphical parameters to noise introduced by finite squeezing during singlequmode Gaussian quantum computation, showing that, despite scalability inherited from the DRW generation process, the CVW protocol is a suboptimal strategy because the values of the graphical variables for the CVW introduce excessive noise to MBQC.
The key feature of the macronode protocol is that it does not involve conversion of the DRW into a CVW and thereby makes full use of the available squeezing. We show that this type of protocol can be used to implement arbitrary single-qumode Gaussian unitary gates using fewer qumodes than the CVW protocol. We also discuss an interesting special case of the macronode protocol that allows us to reproduce a CVW-like mode of computation, which we call here the dictionary protocol. This protocol allows us to port measurement procedures (and hence, algorithms) that apply to the CVW directly to the DRW. We show that the noise properties of the general macronode protocol are more favorable than both the dictionary and the CVW protocols, which both perform comparably in terms of noise.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we review single-qumode Gaussian quantum computation on a class of CVWs known as uniformly weighted wires. Next we quantify the noise introduced in a computation due to finite squeezing for the CVW protocol. In Sec. III we introduce the macronode and dictionary protocols. We compare them to each other and to the CVW protocol, with respect to noise per single-qumode Gaussian unitary, showing that the macronode protocol always outperforms the others. As a quantitative application of our results, in Sec. IV we analyze the noise of implementing rotation gates using three or four measurements in the different protocols. We show that the extra degree of freedom in the four-measurement case can lead to a dramatic reduction in the noise for particular gates, while three measurements remain favorable for others. Section V concludes with some discussion.
II. CVW PROTOCOL
Traditionally, the connection between CVCSs and graphs is as follows [6] .
Nodes/vertices represent momentum eigenstates, and weighted links/edges between them represent the application of a controlled-Z gate (defined below) between two qumodes, with the gate interaction strength being equal to the edge weight (usually the weight of each graph edge is 1). As a graphical description of CVCSs, this is unphysical because the corresponding states cannot be normalized. However, it can be taken as the infinite-squeezing limit of approximate CVCSs, which are Gaussian pure states [27] . Given a particular ideal CVCS with adjacency matrix A, the corresponding family of approximate CVCSs is defined by those states whose complex graph Z [27] approaches A in the infinite-squeezing limit. Since A has real entries, the imaginary part of Z must vanish in this limit.
We will consider a restricted class of approximate CVCSs that are CVWs with uniformly weighted graphs of the following form [27] :
Here A BL is a binary (B) adjacency matrix corresponding to a linear (L) graph. The parameter g is allowed to take any real value (it comes from the controlled-Z gate; see Eq. (2.5)) and is assigned to all the links between neighbouring nodes on the graph. The second term describes the self-loop edges, which all have weight ε, and we require that ε → 0 in the infinite-squeezing limit. For CVWs produced from the DRW, these weights are denoted as g D and ε D and have a specific form that depends on the overall squeezing parameter, α > 0 [12] (see Fig. 1 ). They are defined as
and
We will assume we are working in the general uniformly-weighted wire case, except for when drawing conclusions specifically for CVWs produced from the DRW. We use the notation {g, ε} and {g D , ε D }, respectively, in order to distinguish these cases.
A. MBQC on uniformly-weighted CVWs
Once a suitable CVW resource state has been generated, single-qumode Gaussian computation proceeds by measuring linear combinations of the canonical position and momentum quadrature operators-q andp, respectively-on nodes on the wire. We employ the conventions that [q,p] = i and = 1, which means that the variance of a qumode in its vacuum state is always q 
where σ i = tan θ i and α i = sec θ i . Performing the logical measurementb i is equivalent to physically measuring the rotated quadrature operator (cos θ i )p + (sin θ i )q and then multiplying the measurement outcome by α i ; such measurements can be achieved experimentally through homodyne detection [4, 26] . Below, we describe the effect of these measurements on an input state, but first we define some standard single-and two-qumode Gaussian operations [6] .
The controlled-Z gate iŝ
where g is the interaction strength [27] . It is a twoqumode entangling gate. The single-qumode squeezing gate, which squeezes theq quadrature by a factor of s (called the squeezing factor ), iŝ
where ln s is called the squeezing parameter. We represent its Heisenberg action on the vector of singlequmode quadrature operatorsx = (q,p) T by the symplectic matrix S(s):
In the Heisenberg picture, this operator has the action of rescaling the position and momentum quadratures by s and s −1 respectively.
The shearing gate is defined aŝ 8) with σ called the shearing parameter. We represent its Heisenberg action onx by the symplectic matrix P(σ):
In the Heisenberg picture, this operator acts as a shear in phase space parallel to the momentum axis by a gradient σ.
The Fourier transform iŝ
We represent its Heisenberg action onx by the symplectic matrix F:
In the Heisenberg picture, this operator acts as a π 2
clockwise rotation of the quadratures. This is a special case of a more general rotation, 12) whose Heisenberg action onx is given by the symplectic matrix R(θ):
In the Heisenberg picture, this operator rotates the quadrature operators clockwise by an angle θ. These gates will be useful throughout the rest of this Article. Now let us return to characterizing CVW measurements.
It is sufficient to consider the measurement of a small portion of the CVW, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for one measurement with a singlequmode input state |ψ . 3 The input state is encoded on the left-most wire node, which we label as the i th node. In the Schrödinger picture, the measurement of the i th node translates the input state |ψ i one node to the right and applies the following operation on the encoded input state:
where we refer toÛ i as the logic gate (after one measurement),X( mi g ) as the displacement, andN (ε) as the noise operator. These are discussed below.
The logic gateÛ i can be decomposed aŝ 15) which are all defined above. Any single-qumode Gaussian unitary can be decomposed into a finite sequence ofÛ i 's (up to displacements) [26] . While such gates are parameterized by three degrees of freedom in general, at least four CVW measurements are required in order to implement them [26] . In principle one might naively think that with three measurement degrees of freedom, it is at least possible to get arbitrarily close to all single-qumode Gaussian unitaries. We shall see later in Sec. IV A that this is ruled out in practice because the noise from finite squeezing diverges around the unachievable gates (independent of the amount of squeezing). For this reason, we assume four measurements are used, as this avoids such divergences while still being sufficient for implementing arbitrary single-qumode Gaussian unitaries [25, 26] .
Next we define the phase-space displacements, In either case, the other quadrature is left alone. In general, the position-quadrature (q) displacement operatorX( m g ) which acts on the the output state in Eq. (2.14) has to be corrected for, either by applying the inverse operation on the output, which we call the 18) or by adaptive measurement protocols, with future measurements depending on prior measurement outcomes. One caveat is that for measurement-based implementations of Gaussian unitaries, the adaptive measurement protocol is trivial: future measurements do not need to be adjusted based on prior measurement outcomes. Thus, only a final phase-space displacement correction is required for these protocols [6] .
The noise operator from Eq. (2.14) iŝ
which is not unitary and requires the output state to be normalized afterward (hence the ∝ symbol). It applies noise from finite squeezing to the state.
For large squeezing, ε is small. In the Schrödinger picture, this operator multiplies the state's position-space wavefunction by a 0-mean Gaussian with variance ε −1 , called a Gaussian envelope (usually large). Equivalently, it convolves the state's momentum-space wavefunction by a 0-mean Gaussian with variance ε (usually small). In terms of wavefunctions, these two actions are equivalent, and only one or the other is ever needed to describe the action of this operator. An intuitive explanation is that in the position-space representation, the part of the wavefunction corresponding to large displacements in position (from the origin) is suppressed by the envelope. In the momentum-space representation, the wavefunction is "blurred out" by the convolution [4] .
As will be shown in Sec. II C, in the Wigner-function representation this operation has two simultaneous actions: (1) multiplying the state's Wigner function by a 0-mean Gaussian envelope in position with variance Note that in terms of wavefunctions, just one action (either envelope or convolution) is needed to represent the complete action of this operator, while two actions are involved in the Wigner representation. Also note that the variance of the envelope and that of the convolution are both reduced by a factor of 2 when moving from the wavefunction representation to the Wigner representation. This can be understood as accounting for the fact that the wavefunction is an amplitude, while the Wigner function is a (quasi-)probability [28] .
Finally, notice that as ε → 0,N (ε) →Î, wherê I is the identity. Thus, wires with small ε introduce less noise, which accords with our intuition about large squeezing corresponding to a better-quality CVCS [4, 6] . In the next section, we will investigate how the noise depends on the wire weight g by considering gates implemented by multiple measurements.
B. Noise dependence on g
First, consider a wire with uniform weight g = 1.
Although theN (ε) operator applied after one measurement introduces noise into thep quadrature, the Fourier transform that also gets applied will cause the noise from subsequent measurements to be distributed across both quadratures in a manner that depends also on the shearing parameters. In the case when all the shearing parameters are set to zero, noise will be added equally between the quadratures and the gate applied after n measurements will beF n (note thatF 4 =Î).
For g = 1, there is an additional squeezing operation that rescales the relative weight of some of the noise (see Eq. (2.15)) assuming that the ideal logical gate (Û n · · ·Û 2Û1 ) is fixed. This is easy to see by considering an even number of measurements and ignoring the displacement terms, resulting in the total operation shown below:
Commuting every odd squeezing operation to the left, past the following Fourier transform, noise, and shearing operations, we get
Where σ i = σ i g −2 for i even. The form of the above expression (Eq. (2.21)) has the equivalent interpretation of the operation that is applied when a g = 1 wire is measured, only with every second noise parameter being rescaled. We can realise this graphically if we interpret this rescaling instead as the application of a local squeezing operationŜ(g) on every second wire node. Then, assuming a Gaussian input state labeled by the complex self-loop weight z ψ , we have have effectively remodeled the weight-g wire
into a weight-1 wire with non-uniform self-loop weights:
Note that we have assumed that the input state is Gaussian in order to represent the CVW state using the graphical calculus [27] . This provides an intuitive pictorial representation of the remodeling procedure. The result is fully general, however, and applies to arbitrary inputs, including mixed states.
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The above shows that it is possible to encorporate the change in wire weight (1 → g) into a rescaling by g −2 of the measurement basis and noise parameter, on half the nodes. Consequently, the lower the value of g, the higher the overall noise introduced. In fact, the parameter g sets the noise bias between the quadratures since the noise alternates between the quadratures due to the Fourier transform, and only thê q-quadrature noise gets rescaled. In terms of overall noise, lower-weight wires amplify the noise from finite squeezing and are therefore suboptimal.
Another way to take the weight g into account is to rescale the measurement outcomes of every node by √ g, like applying aŜ √ g on every node as shown on the wire below.
This results in a CVW weighted uniformly along links and self-loops, with noise seemingly introduced in equal quantities to each quadrature (the self-loop weights of every odd node is the same as every even node). In doing so, the input state z ψ has effectively been squeezed on the wire (z ψ → z ψ g −1 ). This can be thought of as an "encoding" onto the effective "g = 1" wire with uniform self-loops (ε = εg −1 ).
The measurement protocol must then be changed, p + σ iq →p + σ i g −1q , in order to effect an equivalent logic gate. The advantage is that the noise properties are described by a single parameter ε up to the encoding. While it appears as though the noise is added to the quadratures in equal amounts, this is only after applying the encoding, which effectively rescales the quadratures relative to one another (and biases the un-biased noise structure). However, if the computational protocol is assumed to start with a blank ancilla squeezed by εg −1 (rather than √ ε, see footnote 3), then we can treat our wire as having weight g = 1 with rescaled self-loops.
Let us consider the types of CVWs generated from the DRW. By performingq measurements on all the top nodes, the DRW can be converted to the CVW with uniform edge weight g D and uniform self-loop weight ε D (see Eqs. (2.2) 
where the limit is that of large squeezing (α → ∞).
The arguments above highlight the importance of the CVW edge weight g on the computation, demonstrating why using the CVW protocol is suboptimal: g D is small relative to g = 1 for the standard CVW [4, 6, 25] , and this results in more noise from finite squeezing. The purpose of the next section will be to derive a more quantitative description of the noise using the Wigner-function formalism. This will address the following issues: First, we wish to compare the CVW and macronode protocols in terms of how much noise is applied per gate, yet the noise will depend on the measurement bases, which will be competely different and could even involve a different number of measurements. Second, when applying the measurement-dependent correction, the Gaussian envelope that is the manifestation of the noise from finite squeezing acting on the positionspace wavefunction will be displaced relative to the origin. Thus, the noise depends upon the measurement outcome [6] . The Wigner-function formalism allows us to describe mixed states, particularly the output states of MBQC that are averaged over possible measurement outcomes. This will help us to define a quantity that captures the average noise introduced by n measurements and hence compare the measurement protocols in a noise-per-gate manner.
C. Wigner function formalism
Wigner functions are quasi-probability distributions that provide a phase-space picture for arbitrary mixed states. Given an arbitrary input state ρ, its Wigner function is given by [28] Wρ(q, p) :
where the subscript q labels position basis states, and
T is a vector of c-numbers.
We let x i = (q i , p i ) T denote the i th qumode register. We now define the action of unitary operations on quantum states in the Wigner-function formalism. Given a quantum stateρ with Wigner function Wρ(q, p) as above, the state evolves under a unitary operatorB asρ →BρB † , whose Wigner function is WBρB † (q, p).
We label the Wigner representation of an arbitrary unitary operatorB by the same symbol but with calligraphic font: 27) for all unitariesB. Under Gaussian unitary evolutionÊ with Heisenberg-picture symplectic representation E defined bŷ
T , the Wigner-function arguments (which are c-numbers) update in the reverse way to the Heisenberg evolution of operators:
Note that under the action of E, the argument of the Wigner function updates using E −1 after a displacement by −c, while the Heisenberg evolution of quadrature operators due toÊ uses E before a displacement by +c (Eq. 2.28). Now we recast the evolution shown in Fig. 2 in the Wigner formalism, extending the results in Ref. [6] to weight-g wires and single-qumode Gaussian unitaries. Define the Gaussian function G y (x) to be
which is a normalized Gaussian with mean 0 and variance y/2. Incidentally, we can write the noise
Let the (possibly mixed) input state ρ in be represented by the Wigner function W in (q, p). A blank cluster qumode-i.e., a momentum-squeezed state with (large) squeezing factor ε −1/2 -is represented by the Wigner function G 1/ε (q)G ε (p). The initial twoqumode state in Fig. 2 , which consists of the input state attached viaĈ Z (g) to a blank cluster qumode, is represented by the following Wigner function:
Define the symplectic-matrix representation ofÛ i (see Eq. (2.15)) to be
Then the Wigner function W out (x 2 ) for the output state after a single CVW node measurement (in the basisp + σ 1q ) and after applying the correction operatorĈ (see Eq. (2.18)) is given by
where P (m 1 ) is the probability of measuring outcome m 1 , and τ = (0, τ 2 ) T . Eq. (2.33) shows that the noise from finite squeezing manifests as both a phase-space Gaussian convolution in momentum and a Gaussian envelope in position with measurementoutcome-dependent mean.
As the measurement outcomes will be different each time, we consider the measurement-averaged distortion on the output state:
where τ = gτ = (0, τ 2 ) T = (0, gτ 2 ) T . Thus, the average effect of noise from finite squeezing is a Gaussian convolution, similar to the g = 1 case treated in Ref. [6] .
Iterating the above expression yields the average Wigner function W (n) avg (x) after n homodyne measurementsb i =p + σ iq on an n-node CVW.
where
2 ) T , and U n is the symplectic matrix representation of the Heisenberg action ofÛ n . Just as in Eq. (2.19), each i th measurement convolves
in the momentum quadrature. Now we have expressed the average output state using the Wigner formalism.
We are interested in characterizing MBQC on the CVW in terms of how much noise is added from finite squeezing. There are a couple of different ways to "unpack" Eq. (2.35) into a description involving the desired computation and the added noise. If the noise and displacements are ignored, then measuring the first n nodes on a CVW applies the operation
where the overall unitary applied depends on the shearing parameters σ := (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ). This can be thought of as the ideal operation applied in the absence of noise and after the displacements are corrected for. DefineŨ
where n is the total number of homodyne measurements made on the CVW. Note thať U 0 =Ǔ iŨi =Ũ n , which is the symplectic representation of the Heisenberg action of the fullÛ σ . The Wigner function for the (ideal) output state without noise and displacements (i.e., ignorinĝ
Using this, Eq. (2.35) can be expanded out as 
The Wigner function W (n) avg can then be expressed as
Thus,Ň σ can be thought of as the average noise added by the n-measurement channel after a perfect logic gateÛ σ is applied.
To arrive at an expression for the effect of the noise from finite squeezing before the perfect logic gate is applied, consider undoing the ideal unitaryi.e., applyingÛ † σ -to see how the noise causes the output Wigner function to differ from that of the input. By using Eq. (2.29), we can define a new Wigner function for this case:
This is the average Wigner function after performing n measurements, applying the correction operators, and undoing the ideal logic gateÛ σ . Expanding this gives
Similar to the above, we defineÑ σ to be the map that applies these Gaussian convolutions to an arbitrary Wigner function W (x):
, we can expand the average output state as
(2.46)
Thus,Ñ σ can be thought of as the average noise added by the n-measurement channel before a perfect logic gateÛ σ is applied. We have two equivalent descriptions for the output of the n-homodyne CVW channel, shown by Eqs. (2.40) and (2.44), which are quite similar in form. These expressions can be simplified somewhat. In what follows, we will restrict our attention to the noisebefore-gate decomposition (Eq. (2.44)). The other case can be derived analogously.
For n ≥ 2 measurements, we can replace the n convolutions-each along a single phase-space direction-with a single bivariate phase-space convolution that will depend on all n measurements, as shown below. This is guaranteed to have Gaussian form, as the convolution of n Gaussians is itself Gaussian. Thus,
T contains the new dummy variables for the bivariate convolution, replacing τ (1) , τ (2) , . . . , τ (n) , and
is a normalized bivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix
We can interpret Σ * as the covariance matrix for a single Gaussian convolution that represents the action of theN (ε) operator from Eq. (2.19) averaged over measurement outcomes. For future use in the Appendices, we also define 
For the rest of this Article, we will focus on the noisebefore-gate description of CVW computation (as in Eq. (2.46)). The covariance matrix Σ n is the only part of equation Eq. (2.47) that depends on the measurements in any way. It characterises the bivariate Gaussian convolution in terms of the number of measurements, which observable is measured, and ultimately the gate that was performed.
Consider the trace of 1 2 Σ n , which is invariant under phase-space rotations. It is the sum of the variances along any two orthogonal phase-space directions, such as q and p. Alternatively, by changing from cartesian coordinates (q, p) to polar coordinates (r, θ), with r = q 2 + p 2 , this quantity can be interpreted as the average radial variance of the Wigner function (averaging uniformly over θ) since ∆r 2 = ∆q 2 + ∆p 2 . Convolving W in with B Σ adds the variance of the bivariate Gaussian distribution to that of the input state. Thus, we can quantify the noise added to the state by defining the scalar variance
which quantifies the noise of the average output Wigner function, which in turn depends on the number of measurements, the choice of each measurement basis, and parameters ε and g. As we shall see later, there are many ways of applying gates through single-qumode measurements on the CVW. In terms of the scalar variance (or how much noise is added), these methods will not be equivalent, and it will be useful to define the minimized scalar variance
where the minimization is over the measurement degrees of freedom (i.e., shearing parameters/homodyne angles) with the constraint that the total unitary applied is equal to the desired gate unitaryÊ-i.e.,Ũ n = E.
Throughout this
Article, we will use calligraphic font to denote the minimized version of the scalar variance with respect to any free measurement degrees of freedom and some gate. This will allow for a fair comparison between the CVW and macronode protocols.
The g dependence of SV (n) can be expressed simply for an even number of measurements n. Assuming that the logic gate in the noiseless limit (Û σ ) is fixed, applying a rescaling of the shearing parameters as in Eq. (2.23) reduces the dependence of the scalar variance in terms of g to be
where each f i is a positive multivariate polynomial (defined below) in the shearing parameters
, where the parameters with even indices have been rescaled, namely σ j = σ j g −2 , and all the shearing parameters are fixed by requiring that the measurement procedure effect the gateÛ n · · ·Û 2Û1 and by the condition that SV (n) is minimized. Then,
57)
, where σ j is primed for even j's only. T j is just U j after remodelling to a g = 1 CVW (by rescaling the shearing parameters). Thus, we have that T j+1 T j = U j+1 U j , ∀j ∈ N. Defining the f i in terms of rescaled shearing parameters and T i 's suppresses their explicit dependence on g.
Eq. (2.56) shows that SV (n) → ∞ as g → 0 when the ideal gate (i.e., in the noiseless limit) is fixed. The g → 0 limit can be understood as the "unconnected cluster limit," where we expect no information to propagate along the wire. In the large-g limit, only the even f i terms disappear, in analogy to Eq. (2.21). Also note that in the infinite-squeezing limit (ε → 0), 
III. MACRONODE PROTOCOL
Macronode-based computation does not involve converting the DRW into a CVW, and consequently, some features of the computation will differ due to use of the additional DRW structure. We can describe the each macronode by the vector of quadrature operators corresponding to its constituent physical qumodeŝ
where a and b label distinct physical qumodes comprising the macronode i. To treat the DRW as a double-thick quantum wire, we must define the singlequmode logical subspace within each macronode.
To this end, we define the quadrature operatorŝ
which correspond to the distributed modes labeled + and −.
Note that the physical modes and distributed modes represent alternative tensor-product decompositions of the same two-qumode Hilbert space of macronode i. This means that the entanglement structure of a given state will appear different depending on which tensor-product decomposition is used [29] . We label the physical modes as such because they correspond to the particular temporal modes [12, 15] or frequency modes [9, 13, 14] on which the DRW is defined. The distributed modes are so called because they are distributed over the physical ones, either symmetrically (+) or anti-symmetrically (−). The mathematical transformation between the two types of modes is equivalent to a 50/50 beamsplitter interaction.
The logical qumode is defined as the + distributed mode (a.k.a. the + macronode subspace), with quadrature operators (q i+ , p i+ ). This is the natural choice because it allows for simple encoding of input states via 50/50 beamsplitter interaction [15, 26] . As we shall see, macronode computation on such qumodes bears strong resemblance to CV teleportation, as previously pointed out in Ref. [15] .
To drive computation on the "+" encoded qumodes, we only need local homodyne measurements on the composite pairs of physical qumodes in the macronode. We refer to such measurements in the following way:
where we use the shorthand s θ := sin θ and c θ := cos θ. These measurements are written in terms of local homodyne angles θ a and θ b , which will be used in
(Color online) Macronode-based computation applies a logical gate to an input encoded in a macronode by measuring the leftmost macronode. Here we assume that the input state is Gaussian (and represent it by the self-loop weight z ψ ) so that we can describe macronode measurement using the graphical calculus [27] . This is for illustrative purposes only, and the same statements can be made for general input states. The top part of the diagram shows a section of the DRW graph corresponding to the (a, b) macronode decomposition-that is, each node represents a physical qumode. The pair of local homodyne measurements (b1a,b 1b ) apply the state transformation z ψ → z ψ (this transformation is described in more detail in Fig. 4 ). On the bottom is the equivalent description using distributed modes (see Eq. (3.2)). Notice that while the measurements in this decomposition are nonlocal (they are effectively Bell measurements), the input state z ψ and output state z ψ are localized on some graph node. Following either set of arrows from the bottom left to the bottom right then shows the graphical evolution of the input state. Also note that on the bottom pair of figures, the bottom right node is merely a spectator. Thus, we can describe this process using distributed modes by a single-qumode input, a two-qumode cluster state (the diagonally joined pair of nodes on the bottom left graph), and Bell measurements (which correspond to local measurements on the physical qumodes). This highlights the similarity between macronode computation and CV teleportation [15] .
what follows. We can describe the effect of these measurements on the input graphically by using both the physical and the distributed modes, as in Fig. 3 . We see that using distributed modes reduces the description of this process to one that requires only 3 graph nodes. We then represent the logical effect of a macronode measurement as a quantum circuit in The state immediately after the dotted line is equivalent to a small section of DRW using distributed modes, as shown in Fig. 3 . In that Figure, |ψ is represented by z ψ (assumed Gaussian), and the pair of other modes is equivalent to the leftmost diagonally connected pair of nodes. The box labeled B * does not represent a physical gate. Instead, it is a change from distributed modes (blue solid circuit wires) to physical modes (red dashed circuit wires)-see Eq. (3.2). Computation proceeds via local physical homodyne measurementsb 1(a,b) . The bottom qumode remains in the distributed-mode basis, which is why the circuit line remains blue. Alternatively, we can interpret this diagram in a different way: If B * is taken to be a physical 50/50 beamsplitter gate, and if the colors and subscript labels are ignored, this diagram shows how to construct a small section of the DRW, inject an input state, and use local macronode measurements to drive MBQC. This reveals that the transformation from physical to distributed modes, Eq. (3.2), is the same as that of the beamsplitter gate used in DRW construction [12] . The squeezing factor acting on the pair of vacuum modes is given by ε −1/2 D , and the effectiveĈZ interaction strength parameter is t = tanh (2α), where α is the overall squeezing parameter [12] . The total operation applied on the logical state isNmĈmV1 (see Eqs. (3.5), (3.7), and (3.11).) the total operation applied to the + encoded input state, with the result left in macronode i + 1 is
where each of the suboperations-the noise operatorN m , the displacementĈ m , and desired unitary gateV i -are described below.
The noise operatorN m involves two applications ofN (Eq. 2.19) separated by a Fourier transform, which means the noise gets added to both theq andp quadratures. We have that
where t = tanh (2α), and
which is justN (ε) with its behavior exchanged with respect to position and momentum. In general,N m adds noise asymmetrically to the quadratures, but in the large-squeezing limit (t 2 → 1), it is almost symmetric. This is clearly different to the CVW case, where each step introduces noise to one of the quadratures in an alternating fashion (see Eq. (2.19)).
The correction operator
is a phase-space displacement in momentum by m p followed by one in position by m q , where
8) 9) which are written in terms of the sum and difference of the local homodyne angles:
Both shifts depend on the actual macronode measurement outcomes m ia and m ib , as well as on the choice of observableb (a,b) . Notice that this is different from the CVW case, in which the correction is solely a position shift and depends only on the measurement outcome and not on the choice of observable (see Eq. (2.18)).
Each macronode measurement implements a gateV i dependent on the two parameters θ i± :
Recall thatŜ is a squeezing operator (Eq. (2.6)), andR is a rotation operator (Eq. (2.12)). Since each macronode measurement offers twice as many measurement degrees of freedom per site as the CVW protocol, arbitrary single-qumode Gaussian operations can be completed with just two macronode measurements [15] instead of four individual node measurements, using a section of DRW half as long as the CVW required by the CVW protocol. A proof of this is given in the following subsection.
As a computational unit, a single macronode measurement bears a resemblence to sequential measurement of a pair of CVW qumodes (two CVW protocol measurements). Both procedures offer two measurement degrees of freedom that can be used for gate implementation. Also, they both apply a pair of noise operators and displacements. The noise and displacement operators are separated by a Fourier transform in both cases, which means that noise gets added to both quadratures, and the input states are shifted in both phase-space directions. In order to draw a more quantitative comparison between these protocols, we shall see in the next section how this method compares to the CVW protocol in terms of how much noise is introduced per Gaussian unitary gate. The quantity we compare is the scalar variance, which we derive for the macronode protocol below.
A. Implementing gates
Here show that only two macronode measurements are required in order to apply an arbitrary Gaussian unitary using the macronode protocol.
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This was shown in Ref. [15] for t = 1, and we generalize the proof to arbitrary t (even though it will be later restricted to t = tanh 2α).
Define R(φ) and S(s) to be the symplectic matrix representations ofR(φ) (Eq. (2.12)) andŜ(s) (Eq. (2.6)) respectively. Let
where θ i± are defined in Eq. (3.10). Notice the similarity of the definition of the symplectic matrix M i to that of the unitaryV i from Eq. (3.11). Since V i is the symplectic representation of the latter, we can write it in terms of M i :
t , and we can incorporate the left-and right-multiplication of M i by a squeezing operation into a change of rotation and 5 For t = 1 this has the same form as the operation introduced as M tel in Ref. [26] . For this reason we have labeled the matrix in Eq. (3.12) by the letter M.
squeezing parameters:
and σ i(a,b) = tan θ i(a,b) .
Arbitrary single-qumode Gaussian unitaries can be decomposed into the formR(θ)Ŝ(η)R(ϕ) [26, 30] , whose Heisenberg-picture symplectic representation is just R(θ)S(η)R(ϕ). By using two iterations of V i and setting θ 1− = π 4 , we have
where we have used that S(1) = I and R(a)R(b) = R(a+b). Now, using the definition of V 2 in conjuction with Eq. (3.14),
Setting θ = θ 2+ , η = tan θ 2− and ϕ = θ 2+ + 2θ 1+ , we recover the decomposition of an arbitrary singlequmode Gaussian unitary, as required,
It follows that two macronode measurements are sufficient to implement an arbitrary single-qumode Gaussian unitary.
While the above restriction of setting θ 1− = π 4 yields a unique and sufficient decomposition for all singlequmode Gaussian unitaries, it is not the optimal choice of homodyne-measurement angles for the purposes of minimizing noise from finite squeezing over all such unitaries. Nevertheless, we use this decomposition for convenience in our proofs for the relative bounds between the noise for each protocol because it provides an upper bound on the true noise for the optimal decomposition of the macronode protocol.
B. Scalar variance for the macronode protocol
Now we wish to compare the macronode protocol to the CVW protocol in terms of how much noise is introduced per single-qumode Gaussian unitary gate. We will use the Wigner formalism to define the scalar variance for this protocol, which offers a compact description of the noise and its dependence on which measurements are made. Furthermore, it allows the noise analysis and protocol comparison to apply to arbitrary input states (including mixed inputs). Then, in Sec. II C, we derive relative bounds between the scalar variances for each protocol, establishing a quantitative comparison.
Consider a small section of the DRW as in Fig. 4 . The initial state of the DRW in the logical basis has a Wigner function of the form (3.19) where W in (x) is the Wigner function for the singlequmode input state, and
is the Wigner function for the two-qumode CVCS.
After measuringb 1(a,b) in accordance with Fig. 4 , applying a displacementĈ † m to cancel the measurement-dependent displacement (Eq. (3.7)), and then averaging the output-state Wigner function over measurement outcomes, we get an expression for our output W avg (x 2+ ), which is analogous to Eq. (2.34) for the CVW. Define V i to be the symplectic matrix representation of the Heisenberg action ofV i (Eq. (3.11) ). Then, (3.21) where 22) and
The matrix 1 2 Σ * * is interpreted as the covariance matrix corresponding to a pair of Gaussian convolutions, analogous to Eq. (3.5). Now we repeat the steps taken in Sec. II C. By iteration, we can get the general form for the average Wigner function after n measurements (W (n) avg (x)). The 2n convolutions can be simplified down to a single bivariate Gaussian convolution with dummy variables κ 1 and κ 2 . We will also applyV
n , the inverse of the total operation applied in the infinite squeezing limit after n measurements. This results in W (3.24) where κ = (κ 1 , κ 2 )
T , and
Analogous to Σ n in the CVW calculation, Σ m n reveals how the noise is affected by the number and type of measurement made. Indeed, it is almost exactly the same form as Eq. (2.53), differing by replacing Σ * with Σ * * , which has an additional non-zero diagonal entry corresponding to the second Gaussian convolution in the position quadrature (see Eq. (3.5)). By defining
we can describe the average effect of noise from finite squeezing from using the macronode protocol after n measurements and compare it to the CVW protocol scalar variance SV (n) that we found earlier in Eq. (2.54).
C. Protocol comparison: noise per Gaussian unitary
Having derived expressions for the scalar variance of the CVW and macronode protocols after n measurements, we can compare each quantity for the number of measurements required to perform an arbitrary Gaussian unitary. For the CVW protocol this is four node measurements. For the macronode protocol this is two marconode measurements. In each case, we have four degrees of freedom in the measurements to implement a Gaussian unitary, which is described by three degrees of freedom. Thus, we have one degree of freedom θ free left to optimize such that the scalar variance is minimized. For each of the protocols, letÊ be the desired Gaussian unitary gate, and define the minimum added noise per Gaussian unitary gate by SV(n) := min θ free SV (n), (3.27) in the case of the CVW protocol, and (3.28) in the case of the macronode protocol, where calligraphic font distinguishes this minimized quantity on the left-hand side from the one on the right, which is for a particular gate. It can be evaluated by:
1. Solving the constraint equation for three of the four free homodyne angles.
2. Minimizing the corresponding scalar variance function SV (m) (n) over the remaining free homodyne angle.
For the CVW, we have n = 4, the constraint equation is E =Ũ 4 , where E is the symplectic representation of Heisenberg action ofÊ (Eq. (2.28)), and the corresponding homodyne angles are θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , and θ 4 . For the macronode protocol, we have n = 2, the constraint equation is E =Ṽ 2 , and the corresponding homodyne angles are θ 1a , θ 1b , θ 2a , θ 2b .
These quantities represent the minimum noise introduced by finite squeezing per Gaussian unitary gate.
Similar work was presented in Ref. [31] for specific examples of gates implemented with four measurements on CVWs. When applied to the CVW protocol, the procedure outlined above generalizes those results to include arbitrary singlequmode Gaussian unitaries implemented using n CVW node measurements.
We now present the following bound between the minimum scalar variances for the CVW and macronode protocols.
This bound is derived in Appendix A. For anyÊ, we have that
where SV(4) and SV m (2) are the minimum scalar variances for implementing the gateÊ using four CVW measurements and two macronode measurements, respectively (Eq. (3.28) ). Hence, the macronode protocol introduces less noise than the CVW protocol per Gaussian unitary gate.
In the next section we will discuss an application of the macronode protocol. It is possible, through a restriction of the single-qumode measurements, to retrieve a CVW-like protocol from macronode computation. We call this restriction the dictionary protocol.
If given CVW-protocol measurements that correspond to a desired gate, the dictionary protocol offers a simple translation to macronode measurements, allowing one to apply the same logic gate using the macronode protocol.
D. Dictionary protocol
We showed above how the macronode protocol can be used to implement arbitrary Gaussian unitaries, just like standard MBQC using the CVW. By restricting the allowed local homodyne measurements we can deepen this similarity to the level of how each individual macronode measurement transforms the input state.
In other words, we provide a measurement dictionary that applies the same gate as the CVW site for site. This property provides a direct recipe for adapting CVW measurement protocols for any Gaussian gate or algorithm to a macronode measurement protocol.
There is only one choice forb (a,b) that reduces Eq. (3.11) to a CVW form as in Eq. (2.15). It is the following restriction: set θ 1a = π/2 in Eq. (3.3) , or equivalently, at each macronode, measure along the basisb d = (q a ,p b + σq b ), where σ = tan θ. Note that at each macronode, we are restricted to only half the degrees of freedom as in the general macronode protocol. This restriction means that the singlequmode measurements bear a close resemblence to the CVW protocol, where measuringq deletes the top part of the DRW (see Fig. 1 (b) ). The key difference between the CVW and dictionary protocols is the encoding of the input state prior to measurement. In the CVW protocol, the input state is encoded on a single CVW node, whereas for the dictionary protocol, it is encoded in the + macronode subspace. Therefore, while the physical qumode measurements have the same form, they cannot be said to have the same effect on the input states.
Under this restriction, Eq. (3.11) reduces tô
where t = tanh 2α. This is exactly the form as in Eq. (2.15) for a uniform g = t wire, up to a factor of two in the shearing parameter. However, the noise and correction sub-operations still vary from the CVW case.
Here, the noise operator is the same as for the general macronode protocol, as defined in Eq. (3.5). Note that this does not mean that they introduce the same amounts of noise per Gaussian unitary. That will depend on the measurement bases and the number of measurements made, both of which will vary with the gate implemented.
The measurement-dependent displacementĈ d is given by restricting Eq. (3.7) to the case where θ a = π 2 ,
Contrast the above expression with the CVW case, where the displacement is simplyX m g . The displacement for the dictionary protocol involves a displacement in both the position and momentum quadratures, and furthermore, there is a dependence on the measurement basis (sinceĈ d depends on θ). For the case where θ = 0, the correction operator is similar to the measurement-dependent displacement that occurs in CV quantum teleportation [32] .
Because of the equivalence betweenÛ i for the CVW andŴ i for the dictionary protocol, we are free to use previous results that apply to the CVW showing that four such measurements are sufficient for all Gaussian unitaries [26] .
Given a particular Gaussian unitary and corresponding measurements on the CVW, the dictionary translation rule iŝ 32) where the left hand side corresponds to the CVW and the right hand side corresponds to the dictionary protocol. While this applies the same gate to the input state, the noise and correction operators will not translate so simply. A set of measurement bases that minimize the noise from finite squeezing for a particular Gaussian unitary in the CVW case will not necessarily be the optimal choice for the dictionary protocol (and vice versa). We can also attempt to "remodel" away the effective g = t wire to a g = 1 wire in an analogous way to the CVW protocol. Though limited, we show that such a comparison can still be made.
Consider the total operation applied to an arbitrary input state |ψ by taking n dictionary-protocol macronode measurements.
If displacements are ignored, it can be arranged into the following form: 33) where the ordering in the product is decreasing from n → 1, left to right. Note that the two noise operatorŝ N (ε D ) are separated by a Fourier transform and a squeezing operation. Thus, the noise will be added unequally to the quadratures, as in Eq. (3.5). By commuting squeezing terms to the front and back of each unit (so that they cancel with neighboring terms), we get:
The squeezers in the "bulk" cancel, leaving only squeezing terms from the first and last term:
(up to renormalization of the final state) is the inverse operation toN ( 
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We can identify the encoding operationÊ d := N εD t Ŝ √ t . By including the noise operator it makes the structure of each unit (in the square brackets below) be of the same form as for the CVW protocol:
Hence, up to encoding, this is equivalent to a g = 1 wire with 2ε t self-loop weights. Recall that the t 2 weight wire could be remodeled into a weight g = 1 wire with self-loop weights 2εD t as well (see Eq. (2.25)). Then, up to the encoding and decoding relations, the dictionary protocol and the weight- Even though the dictionary and CVW protocols appear similar based on the above reasoning, it might be possible to bound the scalar variance of one by the other over all Gaussian unitaries. If this were possible, then the protocol that introduced less noise would be the better choice for implementing Gaussian unitary gates. In Appendix A we show by counterexample that it is not possible to derive relative bounds on the scalar variances between these protocols over all Gaussian unitary gates. Thus, they can be said to be roughly equivalent, and neither can be said to be optimal in terms of noise per gate.
Finally, defining
we can derive a bound between the minimum noise introduced per Gaussian unitary by the dictionary protocol (SV d (4), defined analogously to Eq. (3.28)) and the general macronode protocol:
The proof of this inequality is given in Appendix A. This inequality shows that in the best case, the noise introduced when applying any Gaussian unitary by the dictionary protocol will always be greater than for the general macronode protocol case. Despite this, the dictionary protocol is still useful because, as its name indicates, it provides a direct, dictionarylike translation from CVW measurement protocols to protocols that can be used on the DRW.
In this section we discussed the key features of the macronode protocol. We demonstrated that it can introduce less noise per gate than the CVW protocol over all Gaussian unitaries. Minimizing the noise from finite squeezing is an important feature of any measurement-based scheme for quantum computing using CVCSs [26] .
Thus, this result shows the importance of considering how measurements are used to implement unitary gates, and it highlights the benefits of a macronode-based approach. Furthermore, we also showed that the macronode protocol saves on resource overhead by only requiring half as much DRW length as the CVW protocol to implement arbitrary single-qumode Gaussian unitaries. We also introduced the dictionary protocol, which acts as a translation rule for running CVW algorithms using macronodebased measurements on the DRW. While it introduced more noise per gate than the macronode protocol, it was found to be roughly equivalent to the CVW protocol while maintaining a deep similarity to the CVW in the structure of the measurements used to implement a given gate. In the next section, we use our analysis of the CVW, macronode, and dictionary protocols to compare their performance as the number of measurement degrees of freedom used to implement each Gaussian unitary is varied.
IV. APPLICATION: NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS PER GATE
In the discussion of measurement protocols above, we have assumed that four measurement degrees of freedom are available per Gaussian unitary gate. This might seem surprising given that an arbitrary single-qumode Gaussian unitary is specified (up to displacements) by three parameters [26] . Nevertheless, there exists a small set (of measure zero) of singlequmode gates that cannot be achieved by three CVW measurements [26] . Furthermore, it is claimed without proof in Ref. [26] that one cannot even get close to these forbidden gates without the noise due to finite squeezing becoming arbitrarily large. In this section we will explore this notion in a systematic way, applying the noise analysis framework from the previous sections to the three-and four-measurement CVW and dictionary protocols. Our analysis shows why protocols using fewer than four measurements are inadequate for implementing arbitrary single-qumode gates, even in some approximate sense.
We must be careful when choosing gates to analyze since large noise can also result from trying to implement a gate with more squeezing than is available in the original CV cluster state, a fact made rigorous in Appendix B. In order to isolate the effect we wish to show (noise from too few measurements) from highsqueezing noise (which will occur regardless of the number of measurements), we restrict our analysis to phase space rotationsR(θ), which do not contain any squeezing-i.e., when decomposed asR(θ) = R(φ)Ŝ(η)R(ϕ), the squeezing parameter ln η = 0.
Generically, we expect that using a larger number of cluster measurements per gate will introduce more noise from finite squeezing [16] [17] [18] . We show that this holds true for some gates. However, we find that for a large class of gates, this intuition breaks: less noise is introduced when implementing with four measurements than with three. This has been pointed out for a few specific gates on a particular cluster state of experimental interest [31] . Here we show this to be true for a large class of rotation gates implemented by the CVW and macronode protocols.
A. CVW protocol
On the CVW, the scalar variance after the three-measurement implementation of a rotation gateR(θ)-called SVR (θ) (3) and defined below-is unique since the constraintR(θ) =Û 3Û2Û1 uniquely specifies all the measurement degrees of freedom. As there are no degrees of freedom to minimize over, SV (3) can be used interchangeably with SV(3) (see Eq. (2.55)). Then, using the results of Sec. II C, we have
For the four-measurement implementation, the analogous quantity to Eq. (4.1) has one free measurement degree of freedom. We denote the minimum scalar variance for rotation gates by calligraphic font, SVR (θ) (4) , where the minimization is over the one free measurement angle θ free , as in Eq. (3.28). Then,
where U 4R i (θ) is just U i constrained byŨ 4 = R(θ) and such that the scalar variance is minimized.
In Fig. 5 we plot these scalar variances for arbitrary rotations by θ using three (dashed blue) and four (red) measurements on the CVW. Notice that the noise diverges as a function of angle for the threemeasurement case but not for four. This behaviour is generic for all levels of squeezing. In fact, the divergences exactly correspond to those rotation gates that cannot be implemented by the three-measurement CVW protocol [26] . Note that there are some values of θ (such as θ = π) for which SVR (θ) (3) < SVR (θ) (4). Thus, there exist instances where applying the three macronode protocol is more efficient than with four measurements-and therefore it could be leveraged to minimize noise further under certain conditions-even though it is clear from Fig. 5 that this cannot be the general rule. (4) has been minimized (represented by the caligraphic font) as SVR (θ) (3) is unique (it has no free measurement degree of freedom). Units on the vertical axis are such that the vacuum variance is 1/2. Although the three-measurement protocol introduces the least noise at some particular θ, for θ in the vicinity of , which correspond to gates that cannot be implemented by three CVW measurements [26] , the noise becomes arbitrarily large. On the other hand, the noise for the four-measurement protocol remains bounded for all θ. In this plot, the squeezing parameter is α = 0.5756, corresponding to 5 dB of squeezing (# dB = 10 log 10 e 2α ), approximately the levels achieved in Ref. [15] .
B. Dictionary protocol
We can also consider implementing rotations through three and four macronode measurements using the dictionary protocol. Analogous to the CVW protocol case above, we shall denote the scalar variance for a three-measurement implementation of a rotation gate as SV d,R(θ) (3) by using Eq. (3.38). As with the CVW protocol, this scalar variance is uniquely determined by the rotation angle θ, and therefore, we can use SV d (3) and its minimized counterpart SV d (3) interchangeably (in the three-measurement case they represent the same quantity). Thus,
is justW i constrained byW 3 = R(θ), and where W i is the symplectic matrix representation of the Heisenberg action ofŴ i . Just as in the four-measurement CVW protocol case, the scalar variance for the four-macronode measurement implementation (SV d,R(θ) (4)) has a free measurement degree of freedom. Denote the minimum scalar variance for rotation gates by using calligraphic font, SV d,R(θ) , where the minimization is over the free measurement degree of freedom (θ free ). Then,
where the calligraphic font denotes minimization over the free measurement degree of freedom, andW 4R i (θ) is justW i constrained byW 4 = R(θ) such that the scalar variance is minimized. Fig. 6 are the scalar variances for rotation gates as a function of angle for three macronode measurements (the dashed blue line) and four macronode measurements (the solid red line) using the dictionary protocol. There is a striking similarity between the three-and four-measurement scalar variance rotation plots in Figs. 5 and 6. Like in the CVW case, the three-measurement dictionary protocol diverges for certain values of θ. In fact, these are the same values of θ as the ones that have diverging noise in the CVW case. This connection is expected because, as its name implies, the dictionary protocol is a node-for-node mapping of the CVW protocol to macronodes. As such, gates that cannot be applied with three measurements in the CVW case [26] should similarly fail in the dictionary case, and the noise of both protocols should diverge as one tries to implement gates that are arbitrarily close to them. This is exactly what we see.
Shown in
Note that there exist other values of θ for which
Therefore, the threemeasurement protocol could be applied in certain cases to minimize the noise per gate further than what is possible with four measurements, even though the existence of divergences for certain angles rules out its use for general single-qumode Gaussian unitaries.
Also shown in Fig. 6 (and defined below) is the scalar variance of a two-macronode-measurement implementation of a rotation gate as a function of angle and using the suboptimal shearing parameters from Eq. (3.16) (dot-dashed black line). Denote this as
By the cyclic property of the trace, for all rotations
By comparing Figs. 5 and 6, we observe that the general macronode protocol introduces less than half as much noise for rotation gates as either the CVW or the dictionary protocol using four measurements. It also outperforms the three-measurement versions of both protocols, albeit by a lesser margin for some angles.
We did not consider the possibility of a threemeasurement case for the general macronode protocol here because the measurement degrees of freedom are grouped pairwise per macronode measurement. Therefore, the notion of a three-measurement protocol does not translate clearly.
In summary, it was claimed without proof in Ref. [26] -and shown for specific cases in Ref. [31] that using four measurements instead of three in a CV cluster-state protocol reduces the overall noise due to finite squeezing because there is an additional measurement degree of freedom that can be adjusted in order to minimize the noise. We have shown this to be true for most rotation gates using the CVW and dictionary protocols. Nevertheless, we have also shown that there are cases where the three-measurement protocol performs better than its four-measurement counterpart, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Therefore, three-measurement protocols could be suitable for implementing gates with less noise in certain cases. Finally, we found that implementing rotations with just two measurements using the macronode protocol performs better than either of the other two protocols for both three and four measurements.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this article we have considered two different approaches to implementing single-qumode Gaussian computation using the dual-rail quantum wire (DRW) resource. We characterized the noise properties of a class of approximate continuous-variable quantum wires (CVWs) in terms of graphical parameters g and ε, which are edge and self-loop weights on the CVW graph respectively [27] . We discussed how , the noise diverges. These angles correspond to gates that cannot be implemented by three CVW measurements [26] (also expected here because the dictionary protocol is a node-for-node adaptation of the CVW protocol). The noise in the vicinity of these gates becomes arbitrarily large. On the other hand, the noise for the four-measurement protocol remains bounded for all θ. In this plot, the squeezing parameter is α = 0.5756, corresponding to 5 dB of squeezing (# dB = 10 log 10 e 2α ), approximately the levels achieved in Ref. [15] .
the value of g affected the logical unitary and noise applied at each measurement and how to modify the measurement protocol on CVWs in order to treat a CVW with uniform weights {g, ε} as if it were one with uniform weights {1, εg −1 } instead. This allows us to parameterize the class of uniform CVWs by a single parameter εg −1 . We introduced the macronode protocol for the DRW and proved that it introduces less noise from finite squeezing per single-qumode Gaussian unitary than the CVW protocol. Furthermore, it uses wires of half the length to do so. However, by itself it is by no means a cure for this noise, and it must be combined with other techniques such as active error correction to achieve fault-tolerant quantum computation [16] [17] [18] [19] . Our noise analysis was able to compare a variety of different measurement protocols in terms of the newly defined quantity, the scalar variance SV (n) = 1 2 tr[Σ]. This allowed us to quantify the advantage of using the macronode protocol over the CVW protocol for arbitrary Gaussian unitaries. While we applied this formalism specifically for the choice of parameters given by the temporal-mode linear-optics method [12, 15] and the single-OPO method [9, 13] , these results are general and can be applied directly to arbitrary weight-g wires over an arbitrary number of linear quadrature measurements. These results should be extendable to a broader class of continuous-variable cluster states, such as states with a 2D square-lattice graph structure [10, 13] or even higher-dimensional structures such as the hypercubic lattice [13] .
The dictionary protocol provides a theoretical link between the CVW and the DRW, which could potentially be extended to map across other clusterstate features, such as conversion to toric code states [33, 34] . In this Article, we have only considered single-qumode Gaussian unitaries on the DRW, but we anticipate that a similar analysis could be performed for the quad-rail resource state discussed in Ref. [12] since homodyne detection on that resource enables multi-qumode Gaussian unitaries. This extension is left to future work.
(up to displacements) for each of the measurement protocols.
We did not optimize the macronode protocol in deriving these bounds. Instead we used the suboptimal parameters chosen in Eq. (3.16) to simplify the calculation. This only provides an upper bound on the minimum macronode-protocol scalar variance.
The first bound we derive compares the CVW protocol and the general macronode protocol.
unitaries.
Comparing the dictionary protocol to the CVW protocol Unfortunately, there is no comparative bound on the noise between the CVW and the dictionary protocol over all Gaussian unitaries. A simple argument for this is to consider a pair of examples. In one case, the dictionary protocol introduces the least noise, and in the other, the CVW protocol does. Consider the identity operation E = I.
The dictionary protocol introduces for the CVW protocol. In the largesqueezing limit (t → 1), the dictionary protocol introduces less noise:
For the operation E = R(π)S(2), the dictionary protocol introduces for the CVW protocol. In the largesqueezing limit,
and thus, there exist gates for which one protocol is more efficient than the other, and vice versa. This shows that the CVW protocol and the dictionary protocol are roughly equivalent.
of the same form as the lower bound for SV (n) in Eq. (B5) (with t in place of g). We omit the proof for the dictionary protocol since it is identical to the macronode case up to the requirement that n ≥ 4 and settingV i =Ŵ i by the appropriate restriction. Now consider this lower bound for general g. Denote this quantity as R(g). Using the cyclic property of the trace, we see that
Using the decomposition E = R(θ)S(η)R(ϕ), note that EE T = R(θ)S(η 2 )R(−θ). Therefore, R(g) has no dependence on ϕ. Evaluating Eq. (B9) explicitly yields
Thus, for the CVW protocol,
Since t = tanh 2α < 1, for the macronode and dictionary protocols,
Therefore, for fixed ε and g, in the large or small limit of η, the scalar variance for each protocol diverges. For the CVW case with g ≤ 1 and for the macronode and dictionary protocols, high fidelity in a gate containing squeezing is only possible when ε min {η 2 , η −2 }. When g > 1 in the CVW case, however, a more lenient condition emerges: g −2 ε min {η 2 , η −2 }. Thus, increasing the edge weight g in a CVW to be above 1 may allow for gates with higher squeezing to be implemented with the same ε. This makes sense in terms of the remodeling protocol of Sec. II B, which showed that increasing g is, in a certain sense, like decreasing ε. This can be understood by recalling that a higher value of g represents a strongerĈ Z gate, which itself requires higher squeezing to implement [30] . Instead of doing this, one could just redirect that extra squeezing into an effort to decrease ε even further.
